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lc roduction

There is a n increasing awareness in many countries of the problems

that unlimited population growth presents in the world today and in
the forsecable future. Over the last two decades there has been a sub.
srantial shift ht public attitudes about population issues. An example
of this shift in attitudes since the 1950s is an article inSaturday Review
(31 May 1958) by Peter Rioter called "Rogues Gallery: A Panel of His.
lyrical Villains." Ritner listed 40 great villains of history. ircluding
Attila the Him, Genghis Khan, and Adolph Hider. But he also
included Thomas Robert Malthus, the eighteenthcemnry British
economist. Presumably Malthus was a bad Ichlow because in 1798 he
pointed to excessive births as the most significant factor contributing
to the perpetuation of txwerty. Today Malthus's views are not only
gaining new respect, but they ha ve spawned a new grottpoleconomists
and sociologists who call themselves neo-Maltlitisians. Unlimited
population growth is now viewed as a critical world problem. Govern.
mots arc sponsoring contraceptive research and family limitation
programs. Abortion, while still controversial, has been legalired in
many countries, including the U.S. Sterilization is widespread in
middleclass circles and is beginning to spread so she working class hi
Western countries.

A Gallup poll in 1964 indicated that Americans wcte IR:gin:dug to
show concerti about population. When asked whether they were
worried about world population increases, 66%of thesample indicated
that they were worried, with the college educated expressing slightly
more concern than those with less education. fai 1971 the Gallup poll
asked, "How serious a problem for the country do you think present
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population growth in the United States is?" Of the sample polled, 41'%

saiti they thought it currently was a major problem; .16% said it was not
a problem at resent but would be a problems by t he year 2090:only 13%

said it was not a problem and would MA become one. Among the col-
lege educated 50% thought it was ale eady a problem. In 1972 the Calle tp

poll asked leaders in 75 countries to identify the most urgent problems
facing their nations. Among a list of In problems. overpopulation was
ranked eighth. It seems clear, then, that at least among the educated
public the issue of population growth is a serious concern.

To emderstasul better the issues surrounding population problems.
let us turn to an illustrative case study from India.

8
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A Lesson from India

Adied but dedicated population educator pins 'ma flannel hoard's'
the center of a small village in India. This village. vet), much like
N0.000 other villages in India. has a population of alxmt !*OO. The
typical village wosnan has given birth to eight infants (of whom thew
died before agent)). The diet al the villager is meager. Mans, of the
young men and women think about migrating than urban area where
they think opportunities will be better. In the years tocomemaay will,
in fact. leave the village.

On the flannel board the teacher puts up a blank square and a pic-
ture of a happy male face beside it. Then the teacher puts up a square
divided into four pal is and proceeds to draw lines dividing thesquare
into first 16 and then 64 parts. Ile puts several pictures of unhappy
nape faces on the flannel hoard.

What is going on here?The teacher points out that the happy man
had four sons avid he divided his land into four parts.Then he explains
that each of those four sons had four sons. all of whom lived, and the
kind was divided mill further. He continues by explaining that each of
the 16 sons had four urns, all of whom lived. and they inherited 1/61 of
the original land area. The teacher asks what would have happened if
the happy man had had only one son, who in turn had (meson. who in
turn had one son. The land would not have been divided cold the male
face would continue to have a happy expression down through the
generations.

This lesson the teacher is trying to get across is probably assimilated
by only a minority of thevillagers. The idea of pointing out the virtue
of having only one son in a land where famine and pestilence have

............. v...s,s.....r.a.1,/./Met....risak
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taken the lives of 111111i011% in the past runs counter to the customs of

these people. who kr! the need to havemany on solhat inold age they
an be suit of at least one or two sons surviving to cam for them.

Fuditer, these villagers arc not likely to accept ilw idea that their small
land holdings are the (auk of thili7-nirestors. Instead. they will blank

11)1current Roves amen' officials for 'tiriva( predicament.
'1 "he average 1[1-S. chin,' who lives ni,a tie km area and who lot the

most pint lives quite well might ask. Wouldn't India by hew* off if it
urbanbed and modernind the nation rather than trying to instill
family limitation ideas in 'hese primitive and uerak itrant lurid villag-
cis? An Indian might respond by pointing to ibecxtraordinat y vulnet-
abilky of the (trimmed West to complete disruption because of clingy
ant: maitial lionages. Perhaps a lurid India with a stable population
might be preferable to imitating the urbanized West.

Realistically. the dilemi na for India is that as long as it has to spend
mom of its elfin( iii feeding. clothing. and housing its growing mil-
lions. it cannot generate the nisi (apit.d that would be weded for 'NMI
and 'missive oath:114,1km. So. although urbaninition might solve
main pmnictiii (including population). thy very fact of Inn griming
tuna; pop.ilmion glow ill buts an almost insupetable ban kn. in My way
of achieving this goal. Thus. India !Cask must attempt to stem (betide
in the village. Ii may not wmk, but it must be ;unclaimed.

'I he ahovedescription of an attempt at population echiration in au
Indian vintage is a inicmcosin of the issues that areal the vely heart of
population ethic anion the limits of growth, our ideas ;Mom plagues!.
(welcoming traditional values. changing toles of woollen. noigumon
polk y. education vs. coercion as a route to family-size limitation. pol-
lution and waste disposal, sex education. and economic development.
to name a few. This fastback will examine these Issues in population
education, but film let us review some of the underlying concepts in
Population Study.
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Underlying Concepts of Population Education

It is helpful to see issues in population edocation in the context oldie
law of diminishing returns. In the ease of population growth, the law
asserts simply that although more hands produce more, at some point
the average puxInction per worker begins to fall. "rhe second law of
thermodynamics also offers sonic stern lessons for population study.
"This law tells its that energy and matter always tend to go from con-
ccosuraenl usable foetus to dissipated and useless forms.

Entropy (an index at Jisorder) is a useful concept in imputation
study. Low entropy or negative entropy implies a high degree of
orderliness: high entropy implies the opposite. Physicist and Nobel
Prin..winner Erwin Sthraslinger. in a small hook titled What ts Life?.
describes the concept of entropy as follows:

We now tecogaire die funtlaintatal !my of physics to be join them-mu:1i
(endeary of things in approach die I 'mode %Lae (the same tendency that
the books of a library or thejrifc% of paper and manuscripts ail a desk.di

Play) odes% we "beime fl- &el! process, event, happeningcall it
what You will: in ward, (Anything that is going on in moue mem% 2 41
in CI ane ttf die comas/ tot the part at slit. world when. it is gait% on. 'lino%
a living alpinism coatinually bloc:ices its ettoopy.... and 11%0%1(40% to
Portia( li dic iktogctoto% state of maximum canopy, width is death. It
can keep aloof how it. that is to say, alive. by (antimony drawing (tom
its enviionmeni negative canopy. . Entropy, taken with a negative
sign. is itself a meastoe of ender. Thor die olevice by which au mgaoism
maintain% itself stationary at a (Hilly high 'etc' of otilediness (fairly low
level of entropy) really condos in continually sucking ottlediness front
its environment.

Nicholas Georgeseti.ftoege eh the well.known economist, points
out that an economy is likens) organism in the sense that it, too, main,

...- - orm.m..m..1,...14....
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Milli its life by slicking inderliness hum its enviumment. In its use of
materials and clingy it sucks in highly mimed. low entropy inputs
(fossil fuels, metal ores, etc.) and creaieS ill 11 IC nut things or much
higher entropy. Pot example. the coal used to ;runtime the enetgy to
make Wel is dispersed into a film of useless energy. The steel itself
finally ends lip in. ler ns say. an automobile junk yard (softly a oils.
ortineci. high 'lumpy situation). Ref }cling can slow the modem y of
the et onnmy to create high eltir011y, but only slightly.

(tow do these elnICCIM help us to connuchertif better the issues hi
population education? Living organisms (except for wren plants) and
human economic systems speed up due 011Ser of high entropy tut the
;Amur i Eat di. The speed-up is paiticuulatly evident in the highly in-
dont Wheat.' 'rummies. Whit 11 me m, mulch energy and so many natural

resources. Although man and his economy function by suck rag he low
entropy. the proem cremes high entropy in the general enviumment.
In miter words, the hold toward disorder in unalisenvironment even.
totally outweighs whatever import:1i y lot teased orderliness is achieved.

I Aolg.iciin growth or the immausperies through all excess of Irk tits
ow: deaths causes au ever-am eiciath ug trend toward high Cilli0Oy. In.

evitably. with cm-increasing untmlicts then is less and less negative
entropy on which to thaw. What Malthus called "positive" or "pre-
ventive" cheeks to growth, such as famine. pestilence. and war. COW
11110 play. Thus, when we apply the concept of entropy to human life
and economic systems. the Malthusian chef ksiakeon ncw meaning for
the would today. Tim faster the ;tetease of entropy, the Sooner the
human species will face the possibility of extinction. Therelote. the
hinge; we wish to maintain the human species, the sootier WC M1431
In nig alitnli :1 it11.:::-.J1i of gtowth in human numbers and a 'eduction
in the me of maestri:II energy and natural 'mousses.

Sonar would angle that an incicaseof tfeatlismci births (Or a period
of tittle. 'milting in an actual decline in total population. would wive,
somewhat paradoxically. to prolong die life of the bunion species. kil-
lowing the logic of the discussion abe cc. we thus move from the view-
point that nature is a boundless cornucopia needing only human ht-.
gentrify to put if to use to the viewpoint that with(' need for limits on
resource use and controls on population growth.

4......... ,1rIIMIII1...... -.
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Keeping in mind she somewhat theoretical discussion of clumpy

PreSCOM1above. the autholsoffereight guidingeoncems that theyemt-
sider to i.e essential for population educatuts.

I. All exponential progressions have limits. Whether or tun point-
latiou gruwth will be motioned is not the question. it will be. The
question is how. Will we control dw Willi:1w thorn's!' the use of me-
veutive cheeks (practices that pi mot births) or, failing this. will wesit
by and watch deaths rise as Isfahlussian checks (events 11+t kill) come
into play? From a mom] standpoint, sheonl y viable option is to contsoi
population through the widespwad use of preventive cheeks. These
cheeks are: I) abstinence from sexual intereontse. 2) contraception, 3)
sterilisation. and 4) abortion. (nn' some, of course. contraception.
sterilisation, and abortion ate not morally viable options.) II education
is 10 be an instrument of population rotund. it must help to motivate
people to ttsr preventive checks and to acquaint them with the nature
and availability of the checks and with the reasons for using them.

2. It is impossible to do nothing. if we 410 001 act ots the fIlICS11011 01

population growth. our inaction is. in fact. a tacit approval of ("rem
trends. One should remember that laissex-faite is a policy, nevertheless.
Laisser-faire economic dwory prefers an "in visible hand" to a "visible"
one. but it sloes want a "hand."

3. &tithing is connected to everything else, and rarely can prob-
lems be solved in isolation. There ate any number of moults
attempting tosolvesonseproblem (seemingly withstweess).onlytolind
that CXICIII01 titelittlitalletl finally defeat their elfin ts.The Zeni Popu-
lation (hutvilt people tell us that a low fertility rate among U.S.
women will result in set° growth at some point in the nooo-distant
White. But high fertility in Mexico with a low mostalitysate could very
well, through clandestine migration. put off tern growth for the U.S.
indefinitely.

People have tried to make tbeit local communities mote beam dill,
more humane, more healthy, and more stable, only to find that their
community's attractiveness brings increased population to the com-
munity, which negates much of what was done. A community may
construct a dam to make a recreational lake, eddy to find that a
chemical firm miles away bas [sunniest the suemn that feeds the lake. A

...1...-0...wal ...
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farmer may work long horns to make his farm economically produce
live. only to find that inclosed property taxes due to the encroaching
urban development make his financial success extremely shoutlived.

4. The issue in population is not how many the planet Earth can
xispbort. but how long any size population can persist. Some demo-
graphers speculate that Earth might/support eight billion. 10 billion,
or even 40 billion souls. Such speculation misses the point. Because of
limited tenestrial resources and energy, a larger population simply
speeds up the use of those resources. So a world population of tens of
billions will survive fewer generations than a mailer one of a few bil-
lion. It is fruitless to speculate on the populationaiming capacity of
Faith sine that carrying capacity must (limit-Ash over time.

5. Everything must go somewhere. More people.pting more mate-
teals means more waste. One cannot ignore the problem of waste ciCa
lion to which jagurlation growth continuums:11re growth of theccon-
omy along with the growth of population creates pollution. Pollution
tan be lessened. but in the fate of constant growth in population and
comminic activity. it cannot be completely contained. In 1950 theme
were 150 million Americans and 40million amomohilcs, but there was
little talk of air pollution. even though it existed. In 1980 there arc 225
million Americans and 125 milliou automobiles. but despite our ef-
forts to reduce it, air pollution remains a problem. A century ago
solemn% /mild run for a few miles and purify themselves of pollutants.
With out dense population. this is no longer possible without the most
stringent regulations.

6. One carrot get something for nothing. The idea that one must
pay the roil for value received hpatlicidariy important for thepoola-
non educator. The law of diminishing returns and the second law of
theranodynamirs both imply that with constantly increasing numbers
costs ate likely to rise. Costs, whether in time, energy, or materials, ate
directly tied to population trends.

7. Afore often than we would like to admit, good intentions do not
lead us to where we would like to go. The motives that lead to the crea-

lion of slate and national parks were praiseworthy. But these parks,
access to which is free or nearly so, have lately tended toward over-
crowding and overuse. Simi lady. in some pu Mir housing projects con-

14
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structed with the best of motives, there has been severe overcrowding
and a drain on local public services. In more than one case this led to
tie destruction of the public housing project because the place became
totally unfit for habitation.

S. Growth in the moral and lestherre aspects of life is possible with-
out growth in population or economic production. We can look back
to the example of the ancient Greeks, who did not sec the constant
growth of their city-states as a positive development but rather saw it as

a hindrance to the rational functioning of the eilirais. A static Or even
declining population is completely compatible with improving the
moral and aesthetic quality of life. There is no reason to pave the world
over with either cement or people.

The authors offer this list of eight guiding concepts to stimulate
dialogue about population problems. The list is not intended to beac-
h:native, but u does raise key issues that must be dealt with in popula-
don education. Some will disagree with t he points of view expressed by
the authors. This is to be expected. What is important is that the i ones
be aired and debated.

In the next section we present some key issues concerning the im-
plementation of population education. Again, the authors present
their points of view, not with t he expectation that they will be accepted
in tato, but with the hope that the issues raised will help teachers clarify
their own approaches to the study of population problems.

.11.......--
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Issues in Implementing Population Education

Many issues concerning the scope, audience, and teaching methods
in population education are sensitive and often controversial. For ex-
ample, should an educatinnal program emphasizing fertility limita-
tion be directed toward adults, teenagers, or both? In China efforts to
reduce fertility are aimed at youth and adults, but little is done in the
school curriculum itself. But in Sweden children as young as 11 or 12
are inticxhiced to contraception, sterilisation. and abortion in the
school sex education curriculum.

Another issue is the degree to which sex education and population
education should be related. Sex education is taught in some Catholic
st hoofs in the U.S. with little or no mention of birth control or of popu-
lation problems; the focus is restricted to human reproduction and
sexual morality. In China, *rill' its emphasis on nonschool educational
campaigns, the focus ison birth control techniques with no tnention of
popubition problems but with continuous exhnrtations for women to
"build socialism." In Sweden much time is spent on many aspects of
sexuality but little time on population education. In the U.S. there are
college-level courses that discuss thoroughly both population prob-
lems and birth control, but surveys conducted in the 1970s show rela-
tively little being dnne in population education in U.S. secondary
schools.

Poptriation Education as a "Crisis"
Some argue that it is inappropriate to present population problems

in the context of crisis. For example, some object to such phrases as
"population bomb" or "population explosion" as too extretne for the
objective approach expected in classroom discussions of contemporary

16
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problems. On t he tit her hand, such colorful and dramatic terminology
may be needed it a teacher is to show students that long-range popula
lion trends are as important or are more important than the events cur.
rattly dominating the news.

Those who decry the "crisis" approach to population education
lend to towel that, quite apart from potential pmblems in the future, in
our own time nearly 200 million children live in slums and squatter
settlements in the cities of the world. "Ilex children ate crowded to.
goiter with. as many as five to 10 others in one room. Refuse, open
sewers, and other filth are day-to-day realities to them; and, of comse,
disease is a constant threat. This seems quite enough to he considered a

"crisis."

The Migration Issue
The great variance in the birthrate from country to country raises

the question of migration as a co uciai. issue in population education.
Some countries have little or no population growth because births are
equal to or only slightly in excess of deaths among the resident popula-
tion. Other countries have such an excess of Muds over deaths among
residents that their populations double every 20 to 25 years.

Most countries that have achieved a balanced population tend to
have a relatively high stand: td of livingso high, in !act, that they
often welcome immigrants to take some of the less desirable jobs.
"Those «nit:tries with rapidly growing populations ate often poor cc °-
Inimically. Pressure builds rot people in poorer countries with rapid
population gt °wilt to migrate to those more economically advantaged
countries with a sta bilind population. Thus wesee a large movement
of Mexicans, West Indians, and Filipinos into the U.S.; a similar
migration of Algerians and sub-Sahara black Africans into France;
Samoans and Fijians to New 7Aaland, and West Indians, Pakistanis.
and radians to Great Britain.

As an issue in population education, one can look at the Migration
phenomenon in a number of ways. One might argue that the finw of
people across national boundaries is sitn ply an indication that we live
in a small world and we all sink or swim together. Therefore. we must
look to some form of world population control. Piecemeal national ef-

t
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forts to stabilirc population are doomed to failure in the long run if
migration continues unchecked,

Another view of the issue is that governments can and should con-
trol migration. Strict control of migration, it is felt, will put pressure
on each country to solve its own problems. In any case, the open wel-
come to immigrants expressed in Emma Lazar us's poem at the Statue
of Liberty is bccom ing less and less acceptable to many Americans. The

sudden arrival of 100,000 Cubans on our doorstep in 1980 was hardly
met with cries of welcome, especially from those U.S. citizens on the
unemployment rolls.

Population educators, when discussing the various points of view
on the migration question, must keep in mind that population, like
peace, is a world problem, and the migration question must be dealt
with in a world perspective.

Should Population Education Be Value-Free?
Value judgments inevitably enter into policy making. The issues

studied in population are of extraordinary importance to all of us.
They affect our quality of life, our prospects for peace, and out intim.
dotal arrangements in society. Most persons who undertake an
objective study of population dynamics come to the realization that
population cannot continue to glow without limits. Given this realita-
lion, value judgments enter into the making of policy that deals with
limiting population growth. A policy stating that there should beedu-
cation programs and medical services to establish limits on population
is very much a value-laden policy.

To ask that population education limit instruction to only the
valuefree areas of demographic explanations and descriptions is to
miss the true meaning of education, and it flies in the faced the way
people learn about social issues. Students need to discuss and debate
population issues in the context of such questions as, is it good or had?

So what? Will things improve? To avoid such discussion is to avoid
sound education.

Population Education and the Idea of Progress
As students become involved in population education, it is highly

18
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likely that they will begin toraisequestions about our idcas concerning
"progress." In an industrialited society like ours, one's mind set about
progress tends to center around tangible factors of so.called growth
bigger and taller buildings, longer and wider highways. newand more
elaborate gadget's. To challenge such traditional symbols of progress
might be considered downright un-American by sonic. Simply
"standing still" is anathema to the rhetoric of most pnliticians.

Progress, however. can also be defined in terms of a higher sense of
morality, a lowered crime rate, improved health. or new achievements
in the arts and literature.

When students discuss ideas of progress, they ale engaged in dis-
course about fundamental human values. There is bound in be a con-
flict of opinions, but out ni thisconllict will comenew understandings.
new points of view, and a greater sensitivity to issues that will touch
their lives in the very near future.

This brief discussion of some of the issues involved in implement-
ing population education makes it clear that developing a out icu him
in population education is no simple task. There are risks involved
when dealing with such controversial areas as sex education and aliiir-
don. It calls for teachers who are skilled in moderating often ;tame
discussions of value-laden topics. There arc several sources of help for
teachers interested in introducing population education into the cur-
riculnrri, some of which are listed at the end of this fastback. What is
important is to take the first step.

...........r..
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Population Education in the Third World

Population growth is widely acknnwlcdged to be a world prohlein.
Yet there is a tendency among persons living in Western industrialired
nations to view the population crisis as nnly a Third World problem.
"rruc. the high fertility rates in Third World nations should give us
cause for alarm, but the profligate use of the earth's natural resources in
industrialized nations should also be recog»ixed as a critical problem
by pnpulation educators.

Demographers have painted grim world scenarios for the not-too-
distant [wore if populatinn growth is not held in balance. But some
'Mini World countries are taking aggressive action to limit their popu-
lation. Drawing on their experience as comparative educators, the
militias describe in this section snare of the approaches to population
(duration and family limitation in Third World nations. Only time
will tell if such approaches will be successful.

Hong Kong
This tiny and crowded island has seen a decided drop in fertility in

recent years. It has used mass communicatinn as in prime vehicle for
disseminating population and family limitation informatinn. A
number of World Population Year Il971; films were produced in &long
Kong for use in school and adult education. A television spot on popu-
lation and fertility control was broadcast daily during the mid -1970s to
an estimated 800,000 television sets. Other educational activities in
Hong Kong include the publication of a handbook on family life edu-
cation and lectures on population education and family life presented
at adult education centers, universities, primary and secondary schools,
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and social work mom. In 1978 the Hong Kong Family Naming As-
sociation produced a population education handbook and a complete
kit of materials for use by high schools throughout the colony.

Indonesia
During the early 19704 in Indonesia extensive contraceptive edu-

cation for adults was carried by radio, which is generally available
there. Population education programs accelerated in the late 1970s.
with all Indonesian secondary teacher tra ining colleges making family
planning and population study a mandatory pail of the teat her train-
ing curriculum. It is hoped that by the early 1980i there will he suf-
ficient textbooks, mulct: hut: guides, and supplementary teaching
materials so that all public secondary schools will be able to teach
family planning and population dynamics.

Recent family planningeampaigns in Indonesia are quite imagina-
tive. Traveling clinics use bamboo orchestras, spirit plays. and dance
groups to carry the message about family planning to the villagers.
Status figures in the communitymilitary leaders decked out in full
dress. village chiefs, and religious teachersattend these festive affairs,
thus giving them official saoci ion. The birthrate is down hy a fourth. If
Indonesia has further success, it could become the first mainly agri-
cultural, non-Communist country to reduce births significantly.

Vietnam
Despite the ravages of war, Vietnam is faced with the demographic

reality of a popuht ion that has doubkd the past 30 yea rsto appioxi-

mately 50 million. It is expected to reach 75 million by the year 2000.
Tlw government is determined to lower the fertility to slow this
growth and has mobilized the ministries of health, education, and
higher education to spearhead this drive. However. the most in-
fluential group at present is the Vietnam Women's Union, which
works in close cooperation with government agencies. Through its
network in every village, gow .ntnent offices, factories, and oilier work
places. the Vietnam Women's Union is active in piontoting smaller
families. Its slogan is: "if you wish a happy family, you must practice
birth control."
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Other prominent agencies contributing to Viematn's family
planning campaign arc units of the medical and health corps of the
army. These units produce films, slides, models, posters, and other il-
lustrated material for use by military personnel and by others. Official
government policy is to expand the involvement of schools, colleges,
and uttivasities in population education so that it will bemtneati ac-
cepted part of all education.

Singapore
One of the most aggtessive population education programs in the

world is in Singapore. It offers rewards for low fertility and has initi-
ated negative sanctions for high fertility. Concerted efforts have been
made over the past decade to introduce population education in both
school and worker education programs. During tie 1970s the mass
media have been increasingly used to promote understanding of porn.
lation dynamics and family planning.

The principal agency for promoting population education in the
schools is theSingapote Family Planning and Population Board. tema
operates with both the Ministry of Education and the Family Planning
Association (a voluntary organization that providesconsuhant services
to the primary and secondary schools as well as a wide range of teacher
training material). Thc board's program is closely attuned to the na-
tional population policy goals laid down by the government, and it
makes every effort to promote an antinatalist approach in the txtpula
don CdliCatiOn ClIffiCUIUM. PLOWCVCr, the main audience for papilla-
lion education in much of Southeast Asia is women entering the child-
bearing years. Thus, adult education is a high priority in this region.

Sub-Sahara Africa
Only a few countries have established fertility limitation programs

in stub-Sahara Africa. e.g.. Gha na, Zimbabwe. and Mauritius. In at least

10 countries (mostly ex-British colonies) the government has an-
nonnted policies that support the establishment of population pro-
grams. However, in the countries that were former French colonies,
there is as yet little activity in population education.

In Ghana in the mid-1970s British consultants AVM called in to
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help produce audio-visual population education and family planning
material. Slide shows weresent to rural areas and the Ministry of Edu-
cation sponsored a nationwide essay competition for sews .y school
students on the topic of population and family planning. For an
African country such activities in the 1970s were unique.

Middle East and North Africa
In the Middle East and North Africa there is much governmental

interest in family planning and population, but most Or the educa-
tional efforts are directed primarily to adults through the mass media.
In Tunisia, however, since 1974 there has been an effort to incorporate
population education into the secondary schools by developing edu-
cational materials and by providing special training for teachers. How-
ever, only a minority of youth attend secondary schools. and most of
those who do attend live in urban areas only.

This brief survey of population education in Third World coma
tries shows that some efforts have been made to develop curriculum in
the schools, but the major emphasis has been to reach i he child-bea ring

age group with both sophisticated and primitive forms of media. Given
the low literacy level in many of these countries, the use of media cam
paigus is probably expedient for the short range.
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ChinaA Historical Turning Point in
Population Limitation Policy

Until recently, no large nnmWestern cnuntry with a prednrninantly
rural population had achieved a low birthrate. Nnw it appears that are
country of this description has accomplished a remarkable transitinn
from a relatively high level of births to a relatively low level in a sur-
prisingly short time That country is China, the most pnpunnts
military on earth.

In 1949 China's population was al prnximatdy 540 million, and
in the 30 years since, nearly 400 mil linn have been added tn that figure.

Today almost half of China's populatimt is under 21. and the majority
of females have their childbearing years ahead of them. China's popu-
lation is still 80% rural, and rural family size has traditinnally been at
least (Inn We that nI urban dwellers. Agricultural and industrial devel-
opment, while impressive, has not kept sufficiently ahead of popula
tinn grnwth.

Birth content measures have been introduced its recent years in a
drastic attempt to curb the nation's population growth. Public cam,
paigns promote the onechild family as the ideal. Tn encourage Krohn-
tine of family size. China has conducted a massive educational cam-
paign, involving unique incentives and disincentives. Official policy
is that one child is sufficient, twn is more than adequate, three is far
too many, and him' is so excessive that parents will certainly bestihject
tn penalties.

China's population growth rate has gradually declined over the
past decade from mnrc than 2% tn nearly 1% per annum. Premier Him
Greofeng revealed the government': increasing anxiety nn the subject
in February 1978 hydcclaring that, "the goal of a 1%growth rate must be
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achieved by 1980 for all of China." Vice-Premier Chen Muhua outlined
even more ambitious goals on 11 August 1979. suggesting that zero
population growth (7.PG) could be walked by the erod of the century it
parents would strictly adhere to the new family-size rules being prom-
ulgated.

A frank appra'sal by Chinese leaders of the nation's burgeoning
population problems runs counter to traditional Marxist belief, which
denies the possibility of population problems in a socialist state. The
Chinese leadership now says, "Planned economies under socialism
theoretically should be able to regulate the reproduction of human
beings so that population growth keeps in step with the growth of
material production." No longer does the simple establishment of
socialism insure a proper level of population.

Future options for stabi fixing or redistributing Ohm's population
are few. At igration abroad is not feasible; internal migration and settle-
ment of virgin lands have limited prospects; and long-term resettle.
most of turban youth in rural areas is unpopular. Solacel thesocalied
positive Malthusian checksfamine, malnutrition, and diseaseare
virtually absent today. The only feasible and immediate optioo is
limiting births severely and thus changing, irrevocably ii possible,
family-she patterns.

Chime society under communism has a variety of sexual and
fertility imperatives that would at present include the following:

1. Among the foremost of national goals plc-population limitation
and orderly family development.

2. Sexual relations are to be confined to married couples.
3. Sexual instruction io lower grades (primaryand middle schools)

is to be limited to reproductive biology; youthful sexual impulses
should be diverted to concerns related to "building socialism."

4. Sexual behavior such as homosexuality and hisexuality are to be
discouraged.

5. The recommended age for marriage is approximately 25 for
worn. ,..cod 27 for men. (Legally the marriage ages are 18 and 20 re-
spectively.)

6. Both men and women are equally responsible for family plan.
nin5 and birth control.
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7. The initial prevention of conception is to he favored over abor-
don. but abortion must he subsidized.

8. Family size is to be restricted: "Ore child is fine. but more than
this is too many."

9. having a girl is to be desired as much as having a boy.
10. A childless marriage is not sufficient grounds for divot cc.
A program of social and economic :ncentives and disincentives has

already ken widely publicized and is undergoing pilot programs in a
variety of provinces, notably Sichuan, Yunnan, Guangdong. and
Anhui.

In June 1979 the .National People's Congress proposed a drift of a
law concerning family planning and birth control. What thetopic has
been more thoroughly discussed and revised, it will be sandtted to the
standing committee of the National People's Congress for approval.
The draft law in brief stipulates that married couples with only one
child are to receive child health subsidies, bonus work points, higher
pensions, and priority in the allocation of housing in cities and pm ivate
plots in the countryside.

Full details of the law are still to be worked out. However, various
provincial regulations hat.c already ken widely promulgated and pro.
vide some indication of the scope of the final birth control law that
could he enforced throughout China in the 1980s. The Anhui
provincial regulations below are typical and certainly reflect the cur-
rent official viewpoint in Peking.

Rewonds: For those having a single child and promising that they
will not have a second:

I. Issue of a "planned parenthood glory coupon" providing ph-
onily for entrance to nursery and kindergartens as well as free medical
treatment and hospitalization.

2. Between the ages of 4 and 14 an only son receives a subsidy of 5
yuan per month and an only daughter 6 yuan per month.

3. fn urban areas living floor space will be allocued as if there were
two children in the family.

4. In rural areas anon!), child will receive an adult's ration of grain.
5. Households with only one son or two daughters will receive

priority in labor recruitment.
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6. Couples who undergo sterilization (medical workers perform
such operations) will receive economic rewards and public recog
nation.

Sanctions: For those having a second child after being rewarded for
only having one:

1. The planned parenthood glory coupon will be withdrawn and
all the child's health expenses or supplementary work points
recovered.

2. Five percent of total family wages or income will be deducted
Iron: welfare expenses.

3. For additional children. confinement medical expenses must be
paid by parents, and children will be unable to participate in compre.
hensive medical schemes.

4. Ni, coupons for commodities or subsidiary foodstuffs will be
available for extra children before age 14. No extra housing space in
urban areas or additional land for private garden plots in rural areas
will be provided.

5. Planned parenthood is to be considered one of the criteria for is
suing economic rewards. Couples who have an additional child may
not be rewarded as "progressive producers" for a year after the birth of
such a child.

In July 19-19 academic societies for population studies were founded

in both Peking and Shanghai. Equally important in the academic and
research policy fields was the rehabilitation of Ma Yinelm. the well.
known economist and former president of Peking University. lie initi
alert a series of controversial debates in the late 1950s concerning the
drastic need for populat inn staid I iration and for family.sire limitation.
Ile was criticire.1 as a neoMalthusian. and his iropulation control
theories were discredited for nearly two decades.

It is somewhat ironic that this 98-year-old radical thinker in the
field of population dynamics has been rehabilitated with much public
discussion. If Ma's controversial but larsighted ideas had been trans-
lated into government policy in the 1950s and 1960s. China could pet.
baps have achieved a steady population state with a possibility of ap
peoaching 7.PG in the 1980s and 1990s. It might have bad a smbilired
population of about 800 to 900 million. Instead. China can only hope

awe 1.... =11.
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to achieve a 7.PG figure of perhaps 1.2 billion by the year 2000 ii it
follows through with what arc undoubtedly the most draconian family
planning measures ever proposed.

China's rigorous national frolic) to promote the single.child
family cal rIes economic consequences for those with larger families
who will in the future directly subsidise parents who have only one
rhild. The implications of the one-child per family policy are likewise
enormous for the quantity and quality of educational resources to be
allocated to schools and the teaching force in the future.

The longterm consequences of adequately satisfying China's edit.
rational and welfare needs should be seen against the most optimistic
scenario of a projected population increase to 1.2 billion by the year
2000. with at least 400 million under the age of 15. Chinese officials
whether educators, population specialism or economic planners
( learly fed an urgent need to introduce the singlechild concept to the
masses at an immediate, drastic, political, and social expedient.

In interviews conducted with students and educators by the authors
during a recent visit to China, some of the attitudes and opinions ex-
premed abont sex education and population issues illustrate China's
beginning attanpts to deal with its population problem.

1. Interview with a 25-year-old male student, English language
maw. at Kirin University, Changchun, Kirin Province. The student
was get temlly uninformed concerning the approved marriage age and
family planning techniques, but be promptly dismused the matter
freely with three fetnale students, also English language majots. They
knew pi eciwly that China's mat dap law was 18 for women and 20 for
men, hut for university students it was expected that 25 for women and
27 lot men would be the norm. Regarding fami ly sire, he thought three
or four children, such as his own parents had, would be satisfactory;
but he later revised the figure to one or perhaps two children after con.
suiting with the three female students. The student staled that he did
not want to marry early and have children because they would take tip
too lunch time, which he would rather give to the slate. He did not
know m etch about the female reproductive anatomy. Ian sa id that, as he

was only 25 with two more years to go irefore eligibility to marry as a
university student. he could postpone any sexual education until that
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time quite happily. Neither he nor his [elands had ever contemplated
sex outside of marriage, although he did not mind being asked the
question. I It had no special girlfriend because all his classmates (30 i11
all) were his friends and the women were all emsally friendly to him, as
witnessed by the three who came to his rescue in providing cornet in.
formation as to the proper lime for marriage and the desirable family
sire.

2. Interview with provincial education officials, Shedyang City
and Liaoning Province.

Question: What provisions are made for population and sex educas

lion in middle schools?
Answer: In Shenyang the last two years of middle school now

provide a practical, amnion sense hygiene and physiology course. All
the classes are taught by doctors from the university medical colleges
and by teachers in schools who have training in physiology. The course
of study is being offered on an experimental basis. The curriculum in.
chides information on puberty and hygiene. Males and females are
sometimes taught together, but for manyaspecaof the curriculum they
are separated. The texts are experimental and still in the development
stage.

3. Interview with a college administrator at Kwangtung Senior
Middle School Teachers Training Institute, Kwangchoiu.

Question: How are cc:0u s trained in the field of sex education?
Answer; The biology teachers at our hist itute are presently working

on a special proviscial team that is compiling and developing him uc
tional material on an experimental basis. 1:01 our student teachers in.
formation on family planning is given in this college by visiting
damns, why give a series of lectures and use special exhibits to present

material on population education and family planning. These spec hi,
lectures and exhibits provide information that will he useful to the
student teachers personally when they are married and have their own
families, perhaps in about five to 10 years a her graduation. foratidition
to personal help. the exhibits and special lectures will aid these future
teachers in inept° ing materials fin their own calluses on population
planning and birth control.

Clearly, population education, directed particularly at people en.
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tering their fertile years. is a historical turning point for the world's
most populous country as it attempts to slow and even stop population
growth by fertility limitations. An adult education poster from Shen
yang captures the essence of Chitin's ideological campaign:

On the sin lam the question of marrying early or late and family sire
appears s to he a personal cperstion. lint in reality. It is a point of conflict
between capitalism and the proletariat situ e it It-reseals t wn dinning
vie %points, Delayed marriage k a form of revolmion that abolishes old
traditions and establishes new social forms. Revolot ionary yom hs mist
innw their consciousness and resist the decadent thinking of the
capitalist world. Accordingly late marriage and birth limitation must be
pear tired in order to destroy traditional aititeelles. habits. and cusmins
and to pa oclaim socialknt, thus establishing a new order,
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Population Education and Children's Futures

Where, when, and to whom ,a child is born isdireetly related to the
quality of tile that child will experience. Some factors affecting a
child's quality of life are intangible and subjective, while others are
clearly quantifiable. If one looks at those factors that can be quantified
with demographic data, one cannot but be dismayed at the odds
weighted against the majority of the world's children. The chart on
page 32 presents comparative data on some of the most critical demo-
graphic indicators that will determine children's futures.

The figures on this chart area dramatic reminder to us of the vastly
differing social fortunes and quality of life afforded to children
globally. Those of us living in a developed, highly industrialized
society are at times forgetful of the relatively beneficial cirainnstances
of our own children. The prognosis for children in the Third World is
grim and likely to change little in the next two decades unicss there are
massive changes in attitudes and practices for limiting population
growth.

ht July 1980 the U.S. State Department and the Council on En.
vironmcntal Quality submitted to President Jimmy Carter a 766.page
report tided Global 2000. The report presents a bleak scenario of the
world over the next twodecades. It predicts I hat the world's population
will increase by 55% to 6.35 billion people, with most of the increase in
the less developed countries. Further, it predicts that the world's till.
able soil will he devastated by erosion and the stea d y bui 1d-up of sa I t and

alkali. And for the children in some parts of the Mideast, Asia, and
Africa, the report states, "the quantity of food available to the poorest
groups of people will simply be insufficient tope:mit children to reach
normal body weight and intelligence."

i
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Children's FuturesFactors Affecting
Their Quality of Life*

Literacy Public GNP
--Life !ohm fait expendhusa Percent per

expectancy mortality percent of on education enrolled capita
at birth per Loon gittltrxte Death rate adult porno per capita in school (1.1S

(Years/ lire births pa 1.000 per 1.000 lotion (11S dollars) ages 3.19 denial

N go

(1978) (1978) (1978) (1978) (1975) (1975) (1975) 119791

World 60 95 28 11 73 3 79 53 31.800

Australia 72 14 16 8 98 3336 78 $7,340

Oceania 69 43 22 9 98 3274 68 35.560

North America 73 14 15 9 99 3424 86 38,620

Europe 72 20 14 10 97 3185 63 34,910

USSR 70 30 18 10 99 3181 61 33,010

Latin America 62 86 35 8 75 3 36 33 31.240

Asia 57 99 29 11 67 S 14 55 S 650

Africa 47 143 46 17 22 S 16 33 S 450

Estimates based on 1975 and 1978 data.
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World Bank president Robe; I Mc Namara.% reaction to Moho/2000
was, "It paints an absolutely shocking picture of the world 20 years
from nowunless we act." Secretary of Slate Edmund Muskies re-
action was, "Global 2000 is not a fatal prophecy merely waiting to be
played out. Prompt action can change the mceand direction of present
trends.... What we cannot do is back away from the conclusions of
Global 2000."1"he stakes are too high fill the United States and for man.
kind."

"rhe question facing all of us now is. Can we act, and how? The ef-

forts of some of the Third World countries described in this fastback
present some hope. Hut are they too little and too late? The tactics in
China. drastic as they may scent toile, could be forted on us. Obviously.
the industrialized nations are going to have to assist the less developed
nations. What the political ramifications of such assistance will be
only the future will tell.

As educators, the very least we can do is to see that our students have
a solid foundation in the basic concepts of population education, be-
cause the future is theirs. Morally we have no other choice.

Sources of Material for the Population Educator

Perhaps the single ben place to write for population education material is:

Population Randers. Bureau
1337 Connecticett Ave.. N.W.
Washington. IX: 20036
202/785-1664

()diet soottes putviding highly useful material arc:

1 he Aim Guttinacher institute
515 Madison Ave.
New York. NY 10022
212/752.2101)

Association For Voluntary Sterilinuion
708 hild Ave.
New York. NY 10017
212/986.3880
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The Ford Foundation Population Programs
320 Knit 43od Si.
New Ma, NY 10017
212/573.4920

Went:Worm, Maimed Parenthood Federation
18-20 Lower Regent St.
London SWIY/4PW United Kingdom
01/839-2911

Naomi Patent lxxxl Federation of Asuctica
810 Severn h Ace.
New York. NY 10019
212/541-7800

Population Association of America
P.O. Box 14182
Benjamin Franklin Station
Washiugtoot. DC, 20044
202/393.3253

11w, population Council
One Pig Ilrominarskjo1d Plata
New Y000k, NY 10017
212/ii14-1300

11141411 Nation% Population Division
11,4ill Nation%
New Yutk. NY

Wot id Bank
1818 11 St.. N.W.
Wadoingion, DC 20133
202/477.1234

Zeno Population Growth
1316 Conoectitut Ave.. N.W.
Washington, DC. 20030
202/78540100
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A Glossary for Population Educators

Antinalalist Policy: A polit y followed by a goves worm or other institution to
limit births. China and Singapore are examples of commies with vim otos
antinatalist policies.

Cohort: A group of people who sharca common birth year or tither life expo
nice. Our might di:oracle:ix., for example. the cohort of America,' women
both in 1950 as drat group with the lowest fertility thus far in American
Wont y.

etude Birthrate: The number of births per 1.000 of total population ores a given
period (usually a year). Mathematically, the birth:ate 'scrotal Iodic Ilinnher
of live births in a year divided by tlw todde:a population times 1.000.

etude Death Rale: 'flu number of deaths per 1,000 of total population over a
given period (usually a year). hfathematically, the death talc is equal to the
nomber of deaths in a year divided by the mid year r :op:dation limes 1.000.

Demographic Equation:A humula that telatesall variables involved inch:urge
in the sire of a population. Factors in the equation include the site of that
popirlatiou at a prior time. plus births shire that time, minus deaths sitice
that time. phis tier migration since that time.

Demographic Transition: 'lle transition ham a balance of births and deaths at
high levels to it IlaIante as low levels. Such a tratt$11t011110SOCcOrted in MOO
of the developed would.

Dependency Ratio: A ratio used to compare the srous.Jakiug age group of a
polollotioO to the working age group. For example. a populatiou 01 1,000
with 350 people aged II to 14.500peopte aged 15 to 65. ant! MO people aged 65
and aver WORM base a dependent y ratio expressed as 100. since the popula
tiou in the mmwm king agegroups (0 to 14 and over 05)iscqual to that of the
working age group of 15 to 65.

Doubling Time: flu show it takes to double the site of the population. If the
growth sate of a population is 1% per year, it will take about 70 years to
double drat population, whereas at 4% per yens the population doublesevery
IS years. The present world population of 4.2 billion, if it should grow at 1%
per year (much less than the 1.7%r uncut rate). would reach 134 Minim in 350
years.

General Fertility Rare: The number of births pet 1.000 womett aged 15 to 44 over
a given period (usually a year).

Illegal Miro: Au in-snip:int or immigrant who is illegally in a lormtry either
because of illegal rimy or illegal Owl stay of permitted reside:ir. AllOthet
WOO rued is lot Oalteltrli worker.

folaot Mortality Rate: 'Ile 'lumber of infants who, hi a give,' year, die before
trat 'dog their lint hinliday per 1.000 list births in that tame yeas.

Lire Expectancy:11w average number of years people are riper tell to live irt or-
tell i mortality muds continue.

C:rude Rate of Natural Increase: 'Ow diffet nu e hewer,' the r rude Moho* arid
the rrusle death rale.

Net 1:filtration:The diffetenct between t lit amonot of in inigiat km to at, air.'
and the nistrnigranon.
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Net Reprothortima Rate: The :image immix., al leinalm bone eo a wimp of
women. U 1.000 women give bird, to 1.000 ha:Kiwis. the nef to i ion
nue it 1.0. and her looped:thou k stable (aloe t from migration).

Optimum Population: A keel of population Thai uvula maximise mane de-
shed goal. 'the goal :night be big'. per ',vim hominy. high quality of life,
genii military turrigile. etc.

Population Explosion: A ienn used utiltamaiise the ennintont pep the win ld is
now expesienting hewers: she level of Ititils and the kir! 14 &min. 'Ow ir-
ileen ion if hilarei and deed enottieliiy it mainly empomiltlelm the gre.it iii-
t tearer h. population. %Vietld popedation it now thtulding ct ety 42 veal%
while the doubling dine ittiot to modem times oink iltonsandt ol run.

Population Dcntityl Population per unit ol land attn. The laud area inns be
imputed by int hiding:41 Jared available to di r population orjeett iltemahle
:mil bahitalde lane,.

Total Fertiliiy Rik: Ile average molter of (lindens hone cite in it Typical
Winliall during her feline yens. Cumin :Krspecific (milky rates air the
hank for detcensining how many children a typical woman would hive be-
im e an iring at her infertile rats.
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